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The first lanthanoid complexes containing delocalized phenale-

nide anions are reported and the rapid migration of the

g3-bonded metal centre between the three rings of the p-system

is the first report of a degenerate haptotropic rearrangement in

organolanthanoid chemistry.

Cyclopentadienide (Cp) anion and its derivatives are the mostly

widely used ligands in organometallic chemistry. Given that the

pKa of phenalene (A) is similar to cyclopentadiene at ca. 19,1 it is

somewhat surprising that the phenalenide anion (Pn) has received

so little study as an ancillary ligand. In fact, metal complexes of

this anion are limited to the Group 10 metals and only one

complex, [(g3(4–6)-1-ethoxyphenalenyl)Pt(PPh3)2]
+BF4

2, has been

characterized crystallographically.2

Charge density in the phenalenide anion is equally distributed

over the six a-carbon positions consistent with the symmetrical

nature of the HOMO (B). Since bonding in lanthanoid complexes

is regarded as ionic,3 the mode of bonding between a lanthanoid

cation and a phenalenide anion is not necessarily established

a priori. We therefore set out to determine whether phenalenide

anions are suitable ligands for the lanthanoids and to determine

their preferred bonding mode with these metals. Our initial efforts

focusing on the phenalenide complexes of Yb(II) are reported here.

The most efficient synthesis of Yb(II) phenalenide complexes

(1–3) uses the acid–base reaction between the appropriate

substituted phenalene4 and Yb[N(SiMe3)2]2(THF)2
5 in toluene,

although salt metathesis between pre-formed Li+Pn2 and YbI2 in

THF generates the same complexes, albeit in poorer yields

(Scheme 1). All complexes are deep red in colour and readily

soluble in toluene; only complex 3 dissolves appreciably in

saturated hydrocarbons. 1H NMR integrations and elemental

analyses indicate that 1–3 are bis(THF) solvates. The complexes

melt with some decomposition but we were unable to obtain mass

spectroscopic data on these highly oxygen and moisture senstive

compounds.{
The 1H NMR spectra of complexes 1–3 show chemical shifts

and line widths consistent with diamagnetic Yb(II) complexes.

However, at room temperature the 1H NMR spectra of 1a/b are

highly symmetrical with only one resonance each for the a and b

protons. The 13C{1H} NMR similarly indicates a highly symmetric

ligand environment. On cooling to 200 K in d8-toluene or d8-thf,

the phenalenide resonances for 1–2 broaden considerably but do

not decoalesce before the complex precipitates from solution

(ca. 190–195 K).

The bulkier tris(tert-butyl) substituted phenalenide in 3 also

shows single sharp resonances for the a-aryl and t-butyl protons at

5.63 and 1.21 ppm, respectively, in d8-toluene. In this case,

decoalescence appears to occur at about 190 K, just before the

complex precipitates from solution (Fig. 1). No change in

coalescence temperature or line widths was observed when the

solvent was changed from d8-toluene to d8-thf or when the

concentration of the complex was varied threefold suggesting that

the dynamic process involved is unimolecular in nature.

The averaged chemical shifts of the phenalenide protons

observed in the 1H NMR spectra of 1–3 are remarkably far

upfield. By comparison, the a-allylic (5.45–6.04 ppm) and

a-naphthalenic (7.4–8.0 ppm) protons observed in the slow

exchange spectra of known group 10 g3-phenalenyl complexes
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Scheme 1 Synthesis of 1–3; reagents and conditions: (i) Yb[N(SiMe3)2-

]2[THF]2 (0.5 equiv.), toluene, 18 h; (ii) n-BuLi (1 equiv.), THF, 0 uC; (iii)

YbI2 (0.5 equiv.), THF, 18 h; (iv) excess pyridine, 1 h, RT.
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differ by at least 1.9 ppm and predict a coalescence averaged

position of 6.7–7.4 ppm. In fact, the average a-proton was

observed at 7.32 ppm in [Pd(g3-phenalenyl)(tmeda)]+PF6
2, the

only previous case where the high temperature limiting 1H NMR

spectrum was observed for a fluxional metal phenalenyl complex.2d

The 1H NMR experiments above strongly suggest an asym-

metric bonding mode for the phenalenide ligand but in the absence

of a low temperature limiting spectrum, it is not possible to

determine precisely what that mode might be. After many

attempts, a single crystal of 3 suitable for X-ray crystallography

was eventually obtained from hexane at 230 uC.{ The ORTEP36

plot of 3 (Fig. 2) indicates that the phenalenide ligand is bonded to

Yb(II) in g3-allylic fashion, although there are some minor

differences between the bonding of the two phenalenide groups.

For one phenalenide ligand, the g3 bonding mode is highly

symmetrical with Yb(1)–C(1–3) bond distances ranging from

2.808(3)–2.838(3) Å and non-bonded Yb(1)–C(4–6) contacts

ranging from 2.996(3)–3.049(3) Å. The internal allyl C–C bond

distances in this ligand are 1.390(4) and 1.399(4) Å, illustrating the

symmetrical allylic bonding mode.

The Ln-allyl carbon distances are at the long end of the range

found in symmetrically bonded, 8-coordinate lanthanoid allyls

(2.682–2.839 Å, median 2.76 Å).7 In a formal sense, 3 could be

viewed as a 6-coordinate complex but if this is taken to be the case,

then the Ln-C bond distances observed here would fall well beyond

the normal range. Even as an 8-coordinate complex, 3 is clearly

more crowded than most lanthanoid allyls as a result of the ‘fused’

naphthalene unit that makes up the remainder of the phenalenide

ring system. This crowding is evident in the long Yb–O distances

(2.435(2) and 2.436(2) Å) compared to 8-coordinate, Yb(II)

indenyl (Ind) complexes, Yb(Ind)2(THF)2 (2.348–2.431 Å, median

2.386 Å)8 and the observation that 3 readily loses one THF

molecule on exposure to vacuum.

The other phenalenide ligand is bonded less symmetrically with

Yb(1) slipped towards the C(26)–C(31) bond. This leads to a

Yb(1)–C(31) ‘non-bonded’ distance that is only marginally longer at

2.886(3) Å than the Yb(1)–C(27/28) bond distances of 2.869(3) and

2.864(3) Å, respectively. An additional effect of this slippage is that

the Yb(1)–C(26) distance is the shortest Yb–C bond distance

observed in the molecule at 2.789(3) Å. Despite this distortion, the

internal allylic C–C bond distances are very similar for both

phenalenide ligands suggesting that it is best to regard both as g3

bonded.

The dihedral (fold) angles, defined as the angle between the least

square planes of the allylic and naphthalene subunits, is 12.0 and

12.6u for allylic units involving C(1–3) and C(26–28), respectively.

This angle is much less pronounced in 3 than in [(g3(4–6)-1-

ethoxyphenalenyl)Pt(PPh3)2]
+BF4

2 (30.1u).2a The smaller fold

angle in 3 may result in more delocalization of negative charge

to the naphthalenic subunit. This would presumably result in an

upfield shift of the proton resonances for this subunit and therefore

explain why the averaged resonances of 3 occur further upfield

than those in the Group 10 complexes.

The lower symmetry structure of 3 indicated by the variable

temperature 1H NMR spectra (Fig. 1) is consistent with an g3

allylic ground state in solution as well as in the solid state.

Although the low temperature limit was not reached in Fig. 1, the

observed coalescence temperature indicates an upper limit for

DG* of ca. 10 kcal mol21 for the degenerate haptotropic

rearrangement shown in Fig. 3.9–12 This value is far less than the

Fig. 1 Variable temperature 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, d8-toluene) of

3 showing the a-phenalenyl proton resonances.

Fig. 2 ORETP36 drawing of 3 (30% probability thermal ellipsoids,

H-atoms and t-Bu methyl groups omitted for clarity). Selected bond

distances (Å) and angles (u): Yb(1)–C(1) 2.817(3), Yb(1)–C(2) 2.838(3),

Yb(1)–C(3) 2.808, Yb(1)–C(26) 2.789(3), Yb(1)–C(27) 2.869(3), Yb(1)–

C(28) 2.864(3), Yb(1)–O(1A) 2.435(2), Yb(1)–O(2) 2.436(2), C(1)–C(2)

1.390(4), C(2)–C(3) 1.399(4), C(26)–C(27) 1.396(4), C(27)–C(28) 1.393(4);

O(1A)–Yb(1)–O(2) 94.73(8), C(1)/C(3) Centroid–Yb(1)–C(26)/C(28)

Centroid 117.1.
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21.6 ¡ 0.4 kcal mol21 barrier reported for [(g3-2,6,10-

trimethylphenalenyl)Pd(tmeda)]+PF6
2.2d The low barrier to metal

migration in 3 is perhaps not surprising given the expectation of

ionic bonding in lanthanoid complexes and the absence of orbital

barriers. However, as far as we are aware, this is the first

demonstrated example of a rapid and reversible haptotropic

rearrangement by a lanthanoid ion on a delocalized p system.13

Attempts to oxidize the divalent ytterbium centers in 1–3 with

stoichiometric amounts of tert-butylchloride, p-tolyl disulfide or

mercuric chloride resulted in decomposition with loss of the free

phenalene. Phenalenyl systems have relatively stable cation, anion

and radical oxidation states so decomposition may well involve

ligand-based redox chemistry.14 Nevertheless, we have successfully

prepared phenalenide complexes of trivalent lanthanoids by

metathesis routes; these complexes will be the subject of a

forthcoming publication.
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